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With the aesthetics of pioneering equipment, it displays a futuristic 
fashion sense.

THE DASHING STYLE

LED headlight with automated high
beam aid, with a stylish sense. ※The optional 20-inch wheel hub and sports package are available, 

    and the actual model may differ.

Smart key fob, start life
with one-click.

Hidden door handle with an 
easy to use, luxurious appearance

Sports wheels combined with a
luxurious experience.



Humanized design enables you to enjoy your driving experience.

ULTIMATE FUN

The highly conformable sports seat can be adjusted by 6-way electric power, and an 

electric lumbar support design is included to provide the best driving experience possible.

Environmental purification system

It combines PM2.5 monitoring, CO monitoring, a CN95 high-efficiency air filter, and a negative 
ion generator with 118 different types of healthy and ecologically friendly interior materials to 
create an all-around ecological purification system.

Main driver’s seat



More room to accommodate most travel requirements

Enjoy the journey

Electric trunk, many types of travel equipment, all in one vehicle

2720mm large wheelbase, creating a larger space.

You may utilise the 6/4 rear seat layout in any manner you wish.

36Db silent cabin, bringing a library-level quiet space.

2720mm



A better driving experience is more than just convenience.

Humanized configuration

Say goodbye to battery worry with 40W wireless
rapid charging for mobile phones.

Perception of the external environment. Your mobile 
health steward is on your digital display screen.

Sony Surround Hi-Fi 8 speakers let you enjoy music like you are in a private theatre.



540° panoramic parking assist system

Automatic emergency braking system

LDWS (Lane Departure Warning System)

RCTA (Rear Side Collision Alert)

Smart technology supports the significance of user driving safety.

Safety



1.6TGDI engine, outstanding power and low consumption.

Surging power

145

290

Maximum output power up to 145 kW

Maximum torque up to 290 N·M



CHOOSE YOUR OWN DASHING

RED WHITE

BLUE GREY

BLACK

Multiple colors, there is always one that matches you.


